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We support a wide range of community and charity 
initiatives through our Community Fund. 

The fund is distributed by a dedicated Community 
Board – this board is chaired by Alex Cole-Hamilton 
MSP for Edinburgh Western and consists of experts  
in schooling, environment, government and local 
community providing independent evaluations of 
applications. 

We welcome all applications relating to one or more 
of our key themes of education, health and 

wellbeing, environment and community. Our next 
meetings are scheduled for 5 July and 1 November.

As part of our efforts to make communities more aware 
of the fund and its criteria we have recently partnered 
with Edinburgh City Council and Fife Council, attending 
their ‘Meet the Funders’ events. 

For more details on the criteria and to apply for funding 
please visit edinburghairport.com/community

What’s important to you?

As part of our desire to reach more of the community, 
Edinburgh Airport is keen to understand what people 
living and working in our community want to hear 
more about in relation to airport activities. 

To do this we have created a ‘Community Survey’ which 
asks what’s important to you. The survey only takes five 
minutes to complete and will provide invaluable feedback 
as we look to engage more with the local community. The 
results will not only help the organisation better 
understand what topics are of interest to the community 
but will also be important in helping us provide you with 
relevant information in the most effective ways. 

The survey can be completed online using the link above. 

If you would prefer a paper copy, please either email 
us at communications@edinburghairport.com or write 
to us at Freepost EDINBURGH AIRPORT - 
COMMUNICATIONS TEAM (please do not write anything 
else on the envelope), including a note requesting a 
copy of the Community Survey and a return address 
and we’ll post one out to you.

This survey is being administered by an independent research agency, 
Progressive Partnership. Please be assured that your confidentiality 
and anonymity is respected at all times in accordance with General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the UK Market Research 
Society Code of Conduct. Any data collected from you is done so 
purely for research purposes and will be passed to Edinburgh Airport 
Limited only with your permission.

COMMUNITY FUND

COMMUNITY SURVEY

A good thyme in the gardens!
We supported The Royal Botanic Gardens children’s 
education programme by providing funding for a range 
of equipment and materials, including, tables, clipboards, 
blackboards, magnifying sheets and dental mirrors. 
The equipment allows children to explore the gardens 
in different and deeper ways, as well as learn more 
about what food and herbs can be grown in a garden. 
Importantly they now have a supply of rain ponchos 
which will help create a more positive experience for 
young children whilst exploring outdoors.

CASE STUDY

https://tinyurl.com/EALWEB

CHANGES TO COMMUNITY NEWS
Edinburgh Airport currently hand delivers over 23,000 copies of Community News to individual addresses located 
close to the airport. However, we are aware our operations are also of interest to those further afield and we have 
a desire to engage with a much wider audience. Therefore, we are going to stop hand delivering copies to just 
those addresses in a small area, and instead we hope to reach a larger audience, by engaging with a wider range 
of communities across Edinburgh, the Lothians, Fife and Falkirk, through paper copies placed in local community 
centres and libraries. We will also put additional efforts into sharing our electronic version more widely using our 
digital channels.
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Last year was another big year for Edinburgh Airport. 
We broke records again in 2018 with over 14 million 
passengers passing through the airport – making it 
the busiest ever year at a Scottish airport and further 
cementing our reputation as the place where Scotland 
meets the World. 

We have a number of big projects happening this 
year, all designed to improve the passenger journey at 
the airport and improve our operations; including new 
parking options, terminal improvements and changes 
to the check-in hall.

We continue our work in the community by 
supporting a wide range of charities and organisations 
through our Community Fund, and we are delighted to 
be working with The Yard, our corporate charity for 
2019. We are looking forward to maximising this 
relationship and building on the fantastic fundraising 
efforts seen in 2018.

Regards

 

Gordon Dewar, 
Chief Executive

2019 OFF TO A  
FLYING START  
AT EDINBURGH 
AIRPORT

GORDON DEWAR CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Our 2019 Charity Partner 
of the Year is The Yard 
Scotland.

We received over 120 
applications from a wide 
variety of Edinburgh and 
Scotland based charities, 
and our Charity Committee 
had the very difficult task of whittling this number down to a 
shortlist of nine charities which covered a diverse range of 
issues. Our people were given the chance to vote and the 
winner was The Yard winning by an overwhelming majority!

The Yard is an award-winning charity running adventure 
play services for disabled children, young people and their 
families in the east of Scotland. It offers disabled children 
and their siblings the chance to experience creative, 
adventurous indoor and outdoor play in a well-supported 
environment. 

Chief Executive of The Yard, Celine Sinclair, said: 
“We are absolutely delighted to be chosen by the staff of 
Edinburgh Airport to be the charity of the year for 2019. 
Their support will mean we can provide even more fun filled 
adventures for disabled children and young people across 
Edinburgh and beyond. We look forward to welcoming them 
to The Yard family and working together in the year ahead.”

You can find out more about what they do on their website 
www.theyardscotland.org.uk

MEET OUR NEW 
CHARITY OF THE YEAR 

We raised a sky-high total of over 
£100,000 for our Corporate 
Charity, Scotland’s Charity Air 
Ambulance (SCAA) in 2018. 

As Scotland’s only charity air 
ambulance, SCAA is an 
integral part of Scotland’s 
frontline emergency response 
network. Based at Perth Airport, 
SCAA can be airborne within five 
minutes of receiving an emergency call and 
can reach 90% of Scotland’s population within 25 minutes. 

An average life-saving mission costs £2,000 so the money 
we raised from raffles, sponsored walks, fun runs, tuck 
shops, advertising, bucket collections, sponsored cycles, 
quizzes, BBQs, foreign currency collections and the bottles  
of alcohol donated from the confiscated liquids in security 
throughout the year helped save the lives of 55 people. An 
incredible and humbling statistic. 

SKY HIGH TOTAL 
RAISED FOR SCAA



AIRPORT PROJECTS 

fastPARK 
Work started in November 2018 on a 
new parking option for passengers, 
located opposite the Terminal 
building, which will combine the 
advantages of a traditional Meet & 
Greet service with all the benefits and 
convenience of valet parking. The aim 
of fastPARK is to provide a car parking 
experience which uses technology to enhance  
the customer journey, from arrival to departure.  
fastPARK is scheduled to be operational from August 2019.

TOILET REFURBISHMENT  
We have listened to passenger feedback and 
are currently working to improve the facilities 
on offer within the terminal. Work has begun 
on refurbishing the bathrooms at several gates 
as well as the toilets next to Starbucks on the 
ground floor, often used by visitors collecting passengers 
from Domestic Arrivals and International Arrivals 2. This is a 
phased project with some toilets already completed, 
including those next to International Arrivals 1. The next 
phase of work is due to commence in November and 
completed by March 2020.

BAGGAGE AND CHECK-IN CHANGES  
We are currently working to provide more 
space for passengers to move more freely in 
our check-in hall and have removed the old 
Domestic Arrivals escalator. Additionally, we 
are investing in a new Baggage Handling System, 
work is already underway on this and a temporary system 
will be put in place towards the end of the year. During this 
period, passengers will need to check in their bags then take 
them to a specific drop off point. More information on this 
will be made available as works progress.

ELECTRIC CARS   
At the end of January, we took delivery 
of two Nissan Leafs. These electric 
cars will help us reduce our 
environmental impact as we carry 
out airport operations. You may see 
these about in your community as we 
are using these when we visit local 
primary schools and out meeting 
neighbours and community groups.

Quarter 1 -  2019

We understand that our operations have an impact on 
our local communities and that residents may want to 
enquire about aircraft activity and noise. We have 
created a noise policy to ensure that we effectively 
handle noise enquiries; you can read our noise policy at 
edinburghairport.com/noise 

You will also be able to access our Noise and Track 
System which allows you to follow specific aircraft, track 
where they fly, and see the level of noise they make as 
they pass our noise monitors. 
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PHILADELPHIA
Daily flights with American Airlines 
started on 2 April

ISLAY
Daily flights with Loganair started  
on 31 March

LUXEMBOURG
Flights three times a week with  
Ryanair started 1 April

BILLUND
Flights twice a week with Ryanair 
started 4 April

VIENNA
Flights three times a week with 
Laudamotion starting 27 October  
2019 through to 27 March 2020

No High level runs during night time hours

NEW ROUTES NOISE UPDATE


